NEW UPDATED RESULTS OF PALEOMAGNETIC DATING OF CAVE DEPOSITS EXPOSED IN ZA HÁJOVNOUNA CAVE, JAVOŘÍČKO KARST
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Abstract. Clastic cave deposits exposed in Za Hájovnou Cave in Javoříčko Karst were recently dated using a superconducting rock magnetometer device. Normal polarities identified in the upper portion of the sedimentary fill are interpreted as a normal Brunhes Chron imprint (sediments are younger than 781 ka). The sediments in the lower portions of the sequence reveal reversed or transition polarities which could be interpreted as a Matuyama Chron imprint (sediments are older than 781 ka). In the current research, the sediment magnetic fabric was assessed based on anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility. The sediment magnetic fabric was controlled by local water flow combined with cavity morphology.
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Introduction

Preliminary results of the magnetostratigraphic study of Cave deposits exposed in Za Hájovnou Cave conducted between 2001–2004 did not provide totally satisfactory conclusions. The main reason was low stability of the direction of detrital remanent magnetization (DRM). In many cases, data measured on a spinner magnetometer JR-5A (AGICO Ltd.) did not allow for satisfactory interpretation of paleomagnetic polarities preserved in sediments from the time they were deposited (Kadlec et al. 2005). For this reason, we decided to repeat the paleomagnetic analysis using a more sensitive, and for unconsolidated sediments a much more suitable, superconducting rock magnetometer 2G – model 760R (SRM) completed with an alternating field demagnetizing unit developed by 2G Enterprises. This device has been housed in the Paleomagnetic laboratory of the Institute of Geology AS CR, v.v.i. since 2007.

Geological settings

Two sedimentary sections were analyzed in the Za Hájovnou Cave. The first section (Section No. 1) is situated in the Vykopaná chodba (Excavated Corridor) about 28 m from the Cave entrance (Text-fig. 1). The second sedimentary section (Section No. 2) is located in an excavated vertical space below the Vykopaná chodba. Section No. 1 is above and partially overlaps Section No. 2. Bed Nos. 1 and 2 in...
Section No. 1 (Text-fig. 2) correspond with bed Nos. 4 and 5 in the original, older Section 1 in the Kostnice II (= Charnel-house II) investigated during the research campaign conducted between 2001–2004 (Kadlec et al. 2005). Current resampling of Section 1 in the Kostnice II was not possible because of partial excavation of sediments since 2004.

Method used

Magnetic fabric analysis

The magnetic fabric of the sediments can be analyzed using the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility (AMS) approach. The AMS reflects the preferred orientation of magnetic minerals and can be used for texture interpretation in sedimentary rocks. Magnetic anisotropy can be visualized using an ellipsoid with three perpendicular principal axes $k_1 > k_2 > k_3$. The maximum axis ($k_1$) is denoted as magnetic lineation and the plane perpendicular to the minimum axis ($k_3$) defines magnetic foliation. The AMS ellipsoid magnitude can be presented as the $k_1/k_3$ ratio, known as the degree of anisotropy, $P$ (Nagata 1961). The AMS ellipsoid shape can be described by the shape parameter $T$ (Jelinek 1981). Oblate shapes correspond to $0 < T \leq 1$, prolate shapes correspond to $-1 \leq T < 0$. The degree and shape of the AMS depend on the lithology and compaction imposed on the deposit. If a rock is deposited in a current, magnetic foliation may be imbricated, dipping at an angle of $<15^\circ$ in the direction opposite to the flow direction. Magnetic lineation is either parallel to the flow direction or, in the case of high current velocity, perpendicular to it (Tarling and Hrouda 1993). The original bedding-parallel fabric of sedimentary rocks is later enhanced by the effect of diagenetic compaction from overburden pressure and the expulsion of pore fluids. The degree and shape of anisotropy depends on the lithology and compaction imposed on the rock. Oriented samples of clastic cave deposits were collected in plastic boxes (volume 6.7 cm$^3$). Low-field magnetic susceptibility (MS) and AMS were measured on a KLY-4 Kappagridge device (Jelinek 1973).

Paleomagnetic analysis

Oriented samples of sediments were demagnetized on the SRM device using an alternating field (AF) in 12 to 14 steps from a natural state up to 80 mT. The obtained data was processed using Kirschvink (1980) multi-component analysis. The results are produced as paleomagnetic polarities of discrete samples and declination and inclination mean directions calculated using Fisher (1953) statistics.

Description of sedimentary sections

Section No. 1

Brown clayey silt with abundant white angular clasts of weathered limestone and bone fragments (size up to 4 mm) is exposed in the upper portion of the section (Bed No. 1 in Text-fig. 2). The remaining lower portion of the section consists of brown silty clay without white clasts (Bed No. 2). Neither of the beds show any noticeable stratification. These two beds correspond with bed Nos. 4 and 5 in the Kostnice II section investigated between 2001–2004 (Kadlec et al. 2005).

Section No. 2

The youngest bed, Bed No.1, reworked during the spelunker excavations, is underlain by brown massive clayey silt with abundant rusty stains with black dots colored by manganese oxides (Bed No. 2 in Text-fig. 3). Bed No. 3 is formed by chaotically deposited brown clayey silt to silty clay again with abundant rusty stains, black dots and coatings on crack faces. This bed represents the younger sediment fill of erosional space created by water running along a cave wall. Carbonate cemented lenses of the clastic sediment lying parallel with the cave wall occasionally occur in the lower part of the bed. Underlying Bed No. 4 consists of massive grey silty clay. Bed No. 5 is formed from light brown laminated clayey silt with dark coatings along the crack faces. The lighter and more silty undulating laminae are 1–4 mm thick, other darker and more clayed laminae are up to 10 mm thick. Underlying Bed No. 6 is formed from structureless brown clayey silt to clay. Light brown massive clayey silt to clay form Bed No. 7, which is underlain by brown silty clay with abundant light dots of weathered limestone clasts up to 10 mm in size and dipping to the W at an angle less than 40° (Bed No. 8). Bed No. 9 appears as clayey sandy silt with abundant light erosional clay fragments less than 4 cm in size. Similar sediment is exposed in the base of Bed No. 10. The only difference is that the lower bed with laminae dipping to the W contains less clay fragments than Bed No. 9.
Results

The MS values ranged between 150 and 858 (10^-6 SI) in Section No. 1 and between 105 and 664 (10^-6 SI) in Section No. 2 (Text-fig. 4). Sediments in Section No. 1 showed a low AMS degree (≤ 8.2 %, graph bottom left in Text-fig. 5). The AMS degree increased with rising MS values in most samples. The AMS ellipsoid revealed an oblate shape with only one exception (Sample No. 68). The axis directions of the AMS ellipsoid demonstrate anomalous magnetic fabric with magnetic foliation dipping to the N at an angle less than 40°. Magnetic lineation follows an ENE-WSW direction (Text-fig. 6). In Section No. 2 the magnetic foliation slightly dips to the NW and the magnetic lineation shows the same trend.

Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) intensity in the natural state (NS) fluctuates between 1.95 and 35.26 mA/m in Section No. 1, and between 0.21 and 18.52 mA/m in Section No. 2. The upper part of Section No. 1 (Samples Nos. 7–49) mostly show normal DRM polarities. The underlying sediments record intermediate polarities (Samples Nos. 51–81, see Tab. 1). The upper part of Section No. 2 shows intermediate or uninterpretable DRM polarities (Samples Nos. 21–53). The underlying sediments show reversed polarities (see Tab. 1). The only exception is sample No. 293 showing normal polarity. Unfortunately, neighboring samples could not be reliably interpreted as supporting this normal polarity interpretation. The mean directions of paleomagnetic declination and inclination are shown in Text-fig. 7. The mean direction of declination with normal polarity (16 samples) is 337° and the mean angle of inclination is 48°. The samples with reversed polarities (27 samples) reveal a mean declination direction of 201° and inclination angle of -49°. Examples of the demagnetization process of samples with normal and reversed polarities are shown in Text-figs. 8 and 9.

Discussion of results

Sediment magnetic fabric in Section No. 1 is strongly affected by water running from N to S through the cave passage. The limestone thresholds across the passage bottom could probably act as a vertical barrier for the water flow. Magnetic fabric in Section No. 2 is influenced by a narrow vertical space which controlled sediment deposition. Lamination of the sediments dip to the W in the section, the same as the magnetic lineation and foliation.

Paleomagnetic polarity interpretation for the upper part of Section No. 1 produce the same result (normal polarities) as the older research campaign carried out between 2001–2004 (Kadlec et al. 2005). The sediments are younger than 781 ka (Brunhes/Matuyama boundary) and were most likely deposited during the beginning of the Middle Pleistocene which is supported by paleontological content in the overlaying debris layers (Musil et al. 2005). Radiometric dating of flowstone layers intercalated into the limestone debris also supports this interpretation (Lundberg et al. 2014). The intermediate or uninterpretable polarities revealed in the underlying samples can be explained by sediment deposition during a period when the Earth’s magnetic field polarity...
changed, or due to overprinting of the primary DRM record by post-deposition formation of minerals able to carry the younger DRM record (for example goethite). The presence of such a mineral with characteristic high coercivity would cause a low AF demagnetization ability to be detected in some samples. The reversed DRM polarities detected in...
Section No. 2 indicate the age of the sediments as greater than 781 ka. The question remains if the normal polarity of sample No. 293 could represent the normal Jaramillo Subchron dated between 1070 and 990 ka BP (Gradshteyn et al. 2012). On the other hand, it is unlikely that an only 2 cm thick horizon could represent a period that lasted 80 ka. The second possible explanation is an erosion reduction of the upper part of an originally thicker horizon. The possibility of erosion is supported by the presence of clay fragments in Bed No. 9.

Conclusions

According to the recorded DRM paleomagnetic polarities, it is most probable that the clastic sediments exposed in the Za Hájovnou Cave, Section Nos. 1 and 2, were deposited during the Early Pleistocene and at the beginning of the Middle Pleistocene.

Even though the magnetic fabric of the sediments in both sections show the effect of local cave passage morphology on the deposition of sediments, this fact did not significantly affect the DRM polarity directions.
Text-fig. 6. Anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility in deposits exposed in Section No. 2. For explanation, see Text-fig. 5.

Text-fig. 7. Projection of the declinations and inclinations of primary component of the DRM vectors and a mean direction based on Fisher statistics. A – samples with normal polarity (down - projection on the lower hemisphere), B – samples with reversed polarity (up - projection on the upper hemisphere).
Text-fig. 8. Alternating field demagnetization – Sample No. 010, Section No. 1 (normal polarity).  
Top left - DRM vector directions during demagnetization process, black circles - projection of vector directions to the lower hemisphere;  
top right - Zijderveld diagram, black circles - projection of vector directions into xy plane, white circles - projection of vector directions into xz plane;  
bottom left - normalized magnetization intensity values during the alternation field demagnetization.

Text-fig. 9. Alternating field demagnetization - sample No. 230, Section No. 2 (reversed polarity).  
Top left - DRM vector directions during demagnetization process, white circles - projection of vector directions to the upper hemisphere;  
top right - Zijderveld diagram, black circles - projection of vector directions into xy plane, white circles - projection of vector directions into xz plane;  
bottom left - normalised magnetization intensity values during the alternation field demagnetization.
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